Chapter IX
THE ' MARTYRDOM ' OF CECIL
r * ahere was a brief respite, but on i6th November the
A storm blew up again when Lord Parmoor initiated a
debate in the House of Lords on disarmament. In the course
of it Lord Cecil made a remarkable speech, which has been
swamped in the endless sequence of major crises during the
past ten years. But of all the many personal explanations
made by those who, voluntarily or otherwise, have aban-
doned high office, this is in many ways the most compelling.
In its analysis of the function and aim of the League system,
and in the vindication of his own action, his speech offered
then (as it does still) a remarkable parallel and challenge to
Eden's career.
'No resignation *, he began, 'is an isolated act. It is
usually related to a string of events of which it is the cul-
mination. I therefore make no apology for touching briefly
on what led up to mine.' He then went on to describe how
the Treaty of Mutual Assistance which he had helped to
draft had been rejected by our Labour Government in 1923:
* the form and substance of the rejection were a profound
and bitter disappointment to me J. He had not expected such
definite conservative action from such a quarter. Then came
the Geneva Protocol, and once again Lord Cecil was at
variance with his colleagues. The Conservatives refused to
accept this effort at collective security. Cecil recognized that
the Protocol had defects, but it was a genuine attempt to
solve the problem of disarmament, and demanded rather
amendment than rejection. The next fiasco was the Prepara-
tory Commission o.n Disarmament to which Cecil was a
delegate. On this occasion he came up against the Admiralty,
whose * representatives scarcely concealed their indifference,

